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Product Advantages

 

1 Efficient: With its high speed packing capabilities, this machine can pack shisha tobacco quickly and
effectively, increasing productivity and reducing labor costs.

2 Hygienic: Made with a stainless steel structure that meets food safety requirements, this machine is
easy to clean and maintain, ensuring a hygienic production environment.

3 User-friendly: Featuring a color touch screen display, the machine is easy to operate, with a simple and
clear interface that includes automatic fault diagnosis and stop positioning.

4 Customizable: This machine can be customized to fit the specific needs of the user, allowing for a wide



range of packaging sizes and shapes.

5 Durable: Constructed with a sturdy and durable design, this machine is built to withstand the demands
of high-volume production, making it a reliable investment for your business.

 

Product specification

 

Model DS-250SY
Packaging range 50-100g
Largest film width 250mm
Packing speed 50-120bags/min
Machine Size (L)1417.5*(W)750*(H)1290mm
Machine Weight 200kg
Power 220V,50/60HZ,2.4KW
Bucket capacity 80L

 

 

Foshan Dession packaging Machinery Co., Ltd. is located in China Machinery Center----Foshan Nanhai
city, only takes 30 minutes to Guangzhou and 2 hours to Shenzhen/Hongkong. Dession is a
comprehensive modern company integrating research , manufacturing and sale. It is a leading
manufacturer of Rotary Packaging machine, Vertical Powder/Granule/Liquid Packaging machine,
Automatic Feeding Line, flowing packing machine and supporting facilities, which has successfully
developed more than 80 kinds of packaging machines and related equipment and most of them has
passed the CE Certification with European Standard.
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With professional after-sales service team, we can provide you with a satisfied and technical1.
service no matter which country you are in;
Any videos of packing machine installation, adjusting, setting, maintenance are available for any2.
buyer;
If you got any problem when using the machine and the videos can not help, our technician will3.
have video chatting with you to fix your problem;

(Notice: In order to save your cost, we offer various video chatting service for you, but if you insist on the
service oversea, the travel expense and technician cost will paid by you.)

https://www.packingmachinesupplier.com/inquiry/Automated-horizontal-shisha-packing-machine-for-enhanced-productivity.html


Dession has a professional team to provide customers with various packaging solutions. 
Fully understanding the needs of customers,engineers design the most suitable solution. 
We have our own processing and assembly workshop and quality inspection and debugging process to
ensure the quality of the machine. 
After acceptance by the customer, they are packed in international standard woodencases and shipped. 
If customers have any questions during the use of the machine, we will answer them in time.

 



 

Upon receipt of payment , delivery date will be in 15-30 working days, By Air, by Sea or by Express (DHL
etc)

 


